Meeting evaluation form

1. What is your age? ________ 54, 56, 35, 21, 60, 77, 48, 56, 29, 33
2. What is your gender? Female -6 Male -4 Transgender Self Identify____________________
3. What is your sexual orientation?
   Heterosexual -7 Gay Lesbian -2 Bisexual -1
   Queer Questioning Self Identify_
4. What race/ethnicity do you most identify with?
   American Indian/Alaska Native-1 Asian African American Caucasian -8
   Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 1 - Hispanic/Latin@ More than one race
   □ Self Identify_ ____________________

Overview of meeting:

1. Meeting opened with introductions of members and brief history of process to date
   a. New attendees from CCHD and NCCHC
2. Discussion of issues and concerns regarding process at HIV testing for World AIDS Day
   a. CCHD provided insurance with changes as specified by NAU
   b. Students asked to sign release forms
   c. No one knows where release forms are now
   d. Why were students asked to complete these forms when CCHD had provided insurance
   e. Chris and David will follow-up
      i. Who requested students to sign forms
      ii. Why this change – testing has been done on campus for many years by CCHD
      iii. Where are the forms
   f. May need to look at doing testing off campus in the future depending upon what Chris and David are able to find out
3. World AIDS Day
   a. Tested 61 people – down a little from previous years
i. Some opted not to test when they learned they had to fill out the release form
ii. Some said they would come back later after being asked to fill out the release form – not sure if they did
iii. Advertising got out late and not wide spread
iv. Will target February 10th to test again – from noon to 6 or 7 pm

b. A small group at the vigil, but very meaningful for those who attended
   i. Jed, First Federated and PFLAG want to host again next year and begin earlier
   ii. NAPA was concerned that they had not been made aware of what was happening and would like to be involved more with the task force and events

4. What direction do we want to take – remain as a task force or move to a university recognized commission
   a. Arianne reported that other campuses are doing amazing things
      i. Have full time paid staff
      ii. Have a designated space if not a center
   b. PRISM has
      i. Small space with limited hours – access is difficult as key is kept in ASWI office
      ii. Old materials for small library – VHS and books
      iii. No faculty sponsor currently
      iv. Hold meetings in Havasupai
   c. Task force would like
      i. Safe space with more access
         1. Clearing house – physical, metaphysical, virtual resource center
         2. Mentors
         3. Services
         4. Education

5. David offered food for thought “We are beyond the problem, need to take action.” He and his office offer:
   a. Website space for an awareness campaign
   b. Fund films
   c. Rent Cline Library

Informal discussion continued after David and Chris left meeting

Next meeting was left open – will schedule upon students return to campus January 18th.